A formalism developed in a previous paper [1] is now applied in a general way to the special three beam case (111, 111). The restriction for the incoming wave to be located in the symmetry plane is abolished. The individual behavior of the dispersion surfaces and reflection curves are determined and discussed.
Introduction
As is well known, absorption of diffracted X-rays in perfect crystals is governed by the so called "Borrmann-effect" , which was discovered first in the two beam case in 1941. In 1965 Borrmann and Hartwig proved that it also occurs in the case of simultaneous diffraction on the lattice planes (111) and (-111), e.g. in a three beam case [2] . Shortly later the details of the theoretical background of this experiment have been presented [3] . It is the aim o f this paper to apply dynamical theory of diffraction to thermal neutron scattering and to study the properties of neutron waves under (1 1 1 ,-1 1 1 ) three beam case conditions. The general calculations of this special three beam case contain the basic ideas which can be applied to other very interesting m any beam cases. In the first paper [1] the wave vector of the incoming beam kl fulfilled exactly the Bragg-condition; now ki is considered to be arbitrary relative to the reflecting planes i.e. to the surface of the crystal slab.
Basic Equations and Dispersion Surface
From the basic equation of the dynamical theory
we obtain the following homogeneous system of linear algebraic equations for this three beam case 
Intensities Behind a Perfect Crystal Slab and Reflection Curves
The general solution for the boundary conditions for the wave functions Wq , Wq and Wh yields the inhomogeneous system of equations y_Uj( 0) = m0 ; 2 X 1 u> *<J) ; 2 7^, ( 0 ) = 0 , 
and the amplitudes Uj(0) from the 7-th dispersion branch are
(Sjjd is the known e-tensor; e.g. The ^-functions classified in the 0-, G-and in directions can then be written as follows
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